
ORGANIC VS NON ORGANIC FOOD ESSAY

Free Essay: Have you ever wondered what the difference is between organic and non organic food? Some may say
there aren't any differences in the food itself.

Rob Rhineheart is correct to point out a deficiency in the system, that food has acquired something of a social
life to it, creating complications that increase the time, effort, and difficulty of gaining essential nutrients
Consequently, to all the other people still buying into the cancer causing products produced by conventional
farming Vegetarian Vs. This certifying agent approves these requirements before the food can be labeled as an
organic food. They must avoid synthetic chemical inputs and genetically modified seeds. Genetically modified
food, also known as GMO, are foods that have had the DNA changed by scientific experiments that are not
natural. Introduction- Have you ever asked yourself, how healthy your food really is? Times magazine
performed a taste test, and organic food were seldom chosen as the better tasting option. As previously stated,
organic food is not worth more money than conventionally grown food. Because our food, our land, our
environment and our well living has been impacted negatively. Recently, the organic market has been
booming because of the many benefits studies have shown for organic foods, in which it has a better
nutritional value than non-organic and is better for the earth. They have changed from natural to processed
foods in recent years. Its intent is the exploration of the nature of the materials that fabricate our physical
environment, why they hold the different properties that depict them, how their atomic structure may be
fathomed, and how they may be manipulated and changed. Their one and only concern is food, food, and more
food. Organic does not mean quality, as it can look like and have the same superb taste as non-organic foods.
Ever wonder why apples are so shiny? Conventional Foods Essay words - 5 pages of this excessive use, some
scientists express concern that using artificial chemicals in the farming process could produce unhealthy crops.
A coating of shellac is applied to apples to give them a shiny coating, prolonging their shelf life, and prevent
bruising. However, many choose the money saving route and buy only the items that are on sale or the cheap
knock-offs of the original Even though the relation is not quite proven, organic food is definitely be safer and
healthier. Studies also show that buyers of organic foods exhibit higher income levels when compared to
non-buyers Davies et al. Gardening has many positive effects included, stress-reliever, improving
team-working skills use in community hardening , and create stronger communities When you go to the
supermarket, what type of food do you buy? However, could there be an underlying cause that I have not
acknowledged Non-organic Foods - Taking a trip to the grocery store proves to be a tedious and challenging
task when multitudes of produce, meats, and dairy products contain certain descriptions and statements of
being healthy, natural, and most importantly organic. However, cheap is not always better. With spending
money on foods, which has a great impact on the body, to helping our environment; we will be discussing the
pros and cons of organic vs conventional foods.


